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Promise--then produce.'
This is the winninf!, entry in the factory Slogan Contest

T has been a difficult job for the judges to 'pick a winner from
the dozens of slogans submitted in our recent factory Slogan
Contest. However, after very careful consideration they
decided unanimously on the slogan featured in our headline.
The prize money goes to Chester Kirchmaier of the Purchasing
Department. We believe his slogan summarizes most briefly and
emphatically the ideas -that stand back of service. Promisethen produce! That's the keynote of service, after all.
Many of the contestants seem to think that a slogan in order to
be good should rhyme and some of the ideas presented in poetical
form were very good. For example:
Promises kept, Work done well
Keeps up the Standard of B & L.
Two other slogans written in rhyme go well together as a complete sentiment: The Promise made is a debt unpaid.
The Promise kept is a service met.
Originality and a sense of humor were evident in many of the
other slogans. One asks "Do B & L customers find our service in
their dictionaries or in our deliveries?" while another suggests
"Let's take the serve off the ice and put it into Service."
"A promise kept is Service" is the sentiment expressed in three
of the slogans. This idea is back of the whole contest but this
particular phraseology did not lend itself so well to slogan usage.
An echo from the WA$TE Campaign was offered in the slogan,
"$ervice, the $ilent $alesman."
The prize and the amount involved is not important to you or
to us. The thing we hope to accomplish through this contest is to
keep all of our eyes and minds focused on the importance of
promises fulfilled and service rendered.
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Why the "Talkies" Talk
Contributed by W. B . Rayton, Scientific Bureau

T

HE article in This article is o11e of a series intended to acquaint employees smaller and since
the N ovemwith technical ii!Struments of our manufacture.
the film is travelling at a constant
her Reflector
rate of speed it receives an exposure of
under this ti tie showed how a photographic record of sound could be made
periodically varying intensity. When developed it shows a series of alternating
by means of a "flashing lamp" and
light and dark bands which constitutes
a slit ruled in silver mounted close to
the sound record.
the film. A somewhat different principle
This method of recording sound is
is employed in the Movietone process
known as a variable density method
manufactured by the Western Electric
although the name is not strictly appliCompany. In their process the physical
cable. By virtue of the fact that the film
slit mounted close to the film is dispensed
is moving and the slit varying in width it
with and an optical slit employed instead.
follows that the dark bands, or exposed
By an optical slit is meant an image of a
areas, will vary not only in density but
mechanical slit. This principle differs
also in another important respect. Inalso in width.
The Fox-Case method of sound recordstead of using a lamp whose brightness
ing described in the preceeding article is
varies with the variable current delivered
also called a variable density method,
by the microphone they employ a lamp of
although it too is a combination of variconstant brightness but cause the width
able area and variable density.
of the slit to vary in response to variations
In both the Fox-Case and the Moviein the electric current. This is accomtone methods the higher the pitch of the
plished by making the jaws of the slit
sound the more vibrations per second are
consist of two very light ribbons which at
involved and the larger the number of
one extreme are brought into contact and
light and dark bands which must be
at the other extreme open up to about
recorded in a given length of film. The
o.oo4 in. separation. The filament of the
number of recordable lines per unitlength
light source is imaged by the condenser on
this slit in what they call the light value.
offilm depends upon properties of the photographic emulsion and the excellence of the
The light valve slit is imaged ·by the
optical system in the Movietone arrange"recording lens" on the film. These parts
ment, and upon the properties of the
are easily identifiable in the illustration.
flashing lamp and the excellence of the
Now, as the slit opens and closes its
"quartz slit" in the Fox-Case arrangement.
image on the film becomes larger and
fiLM

CONDENSER

The Movietone Recording System.
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New Photo Studio Equipped

F

OR several months the photographic
studio of Bausch & Lomb has been
occupying its new location on the
first floor of Building 4A. Two views of
the studio shown ·above give some idea of
the spaciousness of quarters.
Charles Croston, in charge of the photo
·l~[

studio, has been the official photographer
of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company
for over twerity-one years. His photo· graphic records show the progress of the
company, nearly tripling the size of the
plant, and the hundreds of interesting
events occurring in the last twenty years.
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keep in condition, to earn the most possible, that he may provide his wife and
children with comforts and luxuries and
lay aside something for the inevitable
time when his earning power will be much
reduced because of ill health or advanced
age.

Underwood President's
Slant on the Right Job

A monthly Magazine published b_v and for the
emplo_yees of the

"ll JH EN a man finds he is on the
VV ~rong track, a job he doesn't
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Why "Safety First.?"

F

IRST, because it is a sensible thing.
Probably 99 per cent of the accidents
which happen are the result of .carelessness of the person injured, but, none
the less, carelessness of somebody. We
see a board with upturned nails and do not
turn the board over or hammer down the
nails. We leave that for someone else to
do. Someone steps on the nail and is
injured.
Someone notices a nut loose and neglects to tighten it- as a result at a critical
time the machine breaks down and another worker is hurt.
These, and hundreds of others, are all
little things of themselves but the consequences sometimes are fearfully expensive. No one has a right to be careless.
The man with the injured foot or hand;
the man who has lost his eyesight or his
hearing because of his own or someone ·
else's carelessness will not sneer at those
who are careful. ·
There's no fun going through life with
maimed members, and the ca,reless worker
takes a chance of reducing his earning
power- something no man has a right to
do. Every man owes it to his family to
-i~[ 6

like," says Mr. Waggoner, president of the Underwood-Elliott-Fisher
Company, ''the best thing he can do is to
switch to another just as soon as he can.
"No man will ever make a success of a
line of work into which he cannot throw
himself with all his heart and soul. Men
wear themselves out from worry, dissatisfaction, misdirection of their energies, low
morale, improper leadership, disregard of
health, or many other irritating causes,
but they rarely wear themselves out from
overwork. Where a man's heart is in what
he is doing, where he is following a properly chosen occupation, where he holds before himself continually the thought it can
be done he is hound to succeed. All our
struggles, after all, are largely mental
conflicts due to a state of mind. The
minute we fall down in our determination
to conquer, defeat is inevitable."

Waste as a Man Measure
"Y

OU can tell the interest an employee takes in his work by the way
he looks after his waste."
These are the words of a New York
Central officer, and doubtless many an
officer or supervisor is watching the men
under him, judging their future possibilities by the way they take care of their
jobs at the moment. For a man who has
interest in his job, who wants to see it
develop, is usually proud of that job and
wants others to see reason for his pride.

}t-
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Half-worn supplies left standing around;
stacks of envelopes allowed to get dusty
beyond a stage of usefulness; untidy
shelves where no one can find what he's
looking for; carbon sheets wasted, papers
accumulated; oil-cans and lanterns and
tools unrepaired- are all signs of waste, of
a slackness which spells inefficiency; inefficiency bringing stagnation.
"You can tell the interest an employee
takes in his work by the way he looks after
his waste."
- New York Central Magazine.

Found 1n the Waste Paper

$r87.5o Paid in
Suggestion System Awards
During November and December
Philip W. Hoyt (2)
Arthur F. Ennis (2)
George E. Hughes (2)
Otto S. Messersmith
Fred Brueck
C. E. Breitenstein
H. N. Holford
Joseph Thone (2)
Selma Bruezicki
Johnson Murray
Christ Kraus
George Starrett (2)
Melvin Kline
Leo Fermoil
A. Echert
Clarence A. German
Wm. G. Woodworth
Walter J. Mietus
Edward Waszak
Manuel Nevid

}S-1
JS-1
LG
XH
OD
IG-J
JS-1
KK-2
SG
JS-1
MD
KJ
IT
IL
MR
MQ
JS
LF
LF
II-2

Method of Manufacture
Maintenance
Product
Safety and Sanitation

$45·00
35· 00
JO.OO
15.00
10.00
10.00

7·5°
7·00

s.oo

s.oo
J.OO
J.OO
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

$187·50
$16o.so
15.00
10.00
2.00

Fifty Thousand Phone Calls
BROUGH carelessness on some employee's part, this
watt Mazda
lamp, costing $2-40, was thrown into
the waste paper. This is the kind of waste
that makes it difficult to run a business
economically. It is toward the elimination of waste like this that we are continually striving. We ask the co-operation of all employees in the effort to prevent recurrence of this and other sorts of
waste.

T

sao

HIS is the number of phone calls
that Robert Rautenstrauch of the
Errand Service has to answer every
year. The twenty errand boys and truckers answer approximately 200 calls per
day and make 2000 stops in a day. In a
year's time over half a million stops are
made by these boys. They are indeed a
busy bunch of fellows down there in KK
Department.

T
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Professor Butts Goes Optical
Professor Lucifer G.
Butts, the "eminent savant" of Collier's Magazine radio hour, recently
turned his prodigious inventive genius to a welldefined problem of the
optical world-and with
his USUal Startlingly SUCcessful result. His latest,
and perhaps greatest, contribution to the worldan "automatic eyeglasses
wiper"is described herein
in a dialogue version of
the radio hour script as
it was broadcast over the
National Broadcasting
Chain.-Editor's Note.

Uncle Henry- 1 wonder where the Professor is, Mr. Editor?
Editor- There he.... why, he's looking
into a little glass bowl with a big magnifying glass.
Uncle Henry- Maybe he's raisin' gold
fish!
Butts- Ah. . . there you are . . . Good
evening, Mr. Editor. . . . Mr. Uncle
Henry ... please to come in, thank you
very much.
Uncle Henry-What have you got in that
glass bowl, Professor?
Butts- This ... .is a specimen of Schizopoda. . . .or what yow call Fairy
Schrimp!
Editor- Oh, look... .look, Uncle Henry
. . .the Schizopoda is swimming around
in the bowl.
Uncle Henry- My goodness ... it's a tiny
little schrimp . . . . you can see right
through him.
Butts- Certainly. The Schizopoda is
. transparent. . .like
what you say.
glass, yes?
Uncle Henry- Well. .. well. .. well. .. and
he swims upside down too. What are
you going to do with him, Professor?
Butts- 1 will explain you. Last week I

receive a letter
from Mr. Joseph
Slutzker of Elizabeth, New Jersey.
He enclose a pair
of glasses - or
spectacles, and request that I perfect an invention
to wipe off the lens
of the glasses during the rain.
Editor-Oh, you
mean . . . .like a
windshield wiper.
That would surely
come in handy.
Uncle Henry- Have you done anything
about it, Professor?
Butts- Naturally. Professor Butts always
find the answer to the scientific problem. I have already perfected an AUTOMATIC GLASSES WIPER, for which
I have secured this specimen of Schizopoda, or. Fairy Schrimp. Listen ...
you hear him ?
(Schrimp sound)
Editor-Listen, Uncle Henry. . . .the
Schizopoda is whistling as he swims.
Uncle Henry-But what's that poor little
schrimp got to do with wiping off glasses when it rains?
Butts- 1 will make the demonstration .
Here you see the pair of glasses which
belong to Mr. Joseph Slutzker. In the
rims I have made a small 'allow.
Editor- Hollow.
Butts-Yes, thank you very much, 'allow!
I have made in the rim a small 'allow to
contain the schrimp and a sufficient
quantity of salt to feed him.
Uncle Henry- Why do you feed him on
salt?
Butts-To make him thirsty ... naturally.
Uncle Henry-Oh, most people don't
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need salt to make 'em thirsty these
days.
Butts- During the fine weather the little
schrimp will remain in the 'allow rim,
eating salt. BUT, when the rain come
and cover the glasses with water, the
schrimp will at once come out from the
'allow to drink.
Editor- ! should think he would.
Butts- So, he will swim about on the
glasses upside down, like always .... and
his back will scrape upon the surface
and wipe him dry . . . .like the wind-

shield wiper.
Uncle Henry- But how can you see with
a schrimp swimming around on your
glasses?
Butts- Ah-ha ... the Schizopoda or Fairy
Schrimp is transparent ... You can see
through him while he swims. Wonderful,. Yes?
Uncle Henry- Well, that's certainly gain'
to be a comfort to Mr. Joseph Slutzker.
I guess he won't have to carry an umbrella any more.
(Sound of Schrimp)

Picture Post Cards For You
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BOVE is an illustration of new picture post cards
just completed, which show in full color the
plants of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company.
These cards are offered free for the use of employees.
They may be obtained by employees at noon from the
candy counter in the lunchroom.
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UC Department

II-2 Department

]oe Weingartner, Reporter

Fred Bittner, Reporter

On every disastrous occasion there seems to be
some cool-headed, quick thinking man who by his
action and seeming daring performance averts some
great catastrophe, not for personal glory, but by
habit of always being prepared he meets every
emergency to the best of his ability.
During the recent storm whe.n transportation and
communication was being badly interrupted, a
high-voltage line broke in the village of Ogden, endangering the lives and property of the community.
Luckily, one of the B & L electricians who lives in
the village was awakened by noise and smell of
smoke. He jumped from his bed, scantily clad and
rushed out. Grasping the situation at once, he
realized that in a few minutes his home and the
entire village would be afire if someone did not
promptly cut the wires leading into the houses. He
first took every possible precaution for his own
safety, then with his bare hands and a pair of pliers
severed the connections at every home.
This can hardly be appreciated by the average
person, for it may sound easy and simple, but with
a voltage twice as great as the State uses to dispose
of its criminals, and when one is provided only with
a pair of boots and a ladder for insulation, the step
into eternity is very short indeed.
This man is deserving of much credit, and we
electricians of UC Department are proud of him.
His twenty years, experience in dealing with emergencies in our plant has so trained him that he met
the occasion in the same manner as he does his
daily work.
We younger employees of the Department can
well look up to him, and hope that should the call
come for us to act we can do so with the same spirit
and courage.
The poet who wrote the following lines must have
been inspired by some person of the sort we all
know George Ryan to be.

This department has just undergone another
change, not only with respect to the filing cabinets,
desks, partitions, coat racks, etc., but also to the
people. Dorothy lndlekofer has made her debut on
the Bausch & Lomb stage and almost immediately
won the applause of the audience. Phil Goldsmith,
who has been with us several times, has made his
reappearance and now locates with Roger Marsh.
One thing led to another, as shown by the fact that
Parke Allen forsook Mr. Lindgren to work with
Phil and Roger. At the same time Florence Doser
grabbed the job vacated by Parke. lvah Terbush
wanted to get into the game so she clinched the
duties left by Florence and added them to her own .
She handles the Bedaux blanks and the piece prices,
because (it is rumored) she wants to become acquainted with prices.
Mr. Lindgren sti ll
maintains his commanding location m
the office.
Ruth Meyers definitely insists. she will not
buy a new car until they
stop changing designs.
She wants to buy the
latest ·style · and she
wants it to stay so.
This idea of purchasing
a car and letting it
become obsolete in a
few months doesn't go
"Ivah Terbush"-what
with her.
more must be said?

XA Department
Clarence Kasiske, Reporter
George Emmerich was elected constable for the
Town 'of Brighton, by heck. George took the job
only so that he can do his necking unmolested this
summer on the beautiful Brighton side roads.
'Til even get paid for it," George says. He denies
that the Town furnished him with a bicycle. It is
an Indian Motorcycle .
Don Pugliesr acknowledges with thanks the expression of sympathy from the employees of XA in
his recent bereavement.
XA Department extends its best wishes for the
quick recovery of Amelia Gwinsiek. Amelia was
taken ill just before the holidays with a serious
spinal ailment. At present she is in the General
Hospital.

o matter what your education,
o matter how well read,
You never will be successful,
Until you learn to use your head.

It may be that you're a graduate,
Of some famous school or college,
But it's in the old school of Experience,
That you gain the worth while knowledge.

-!(
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EC and ED Departments
Jane Dunikowska, Reporter
We extend our heartiest congratulations to Mr.
and Mrs. Victor Van !sacker who have completed
thei r 25th anniversary of wedded bliss. Such long
terms are becoming scarcer in the last few generations. Mr. Van !sacker has been with B & L for
practically the same number of years. We wonder
if there is something in that. Folks, take notice.
Our sincere welcome is given to Mr. Donald
Dryer who has taken charge of the educational accounting division. May you be as successful as Mr.
Fields, Mr. Dryer!
Gene and Jule moved into their new home on
Seville Drive just before Christmas. They were
bound to have their stockings before the fireplace
in their new home this year. We heard that Santa
was generous to both of them. They received lovely
gifts for their home, and a few weeks prior Jule
received her driver's license so now she can drive
the car whenever she wants to. As a suburbanite
she will find it necessary now. They are right out
in the great open spaces.

Ruth Baebler entertained at a Christmas Party
and all unanimous in saying they had a wonderful
time. The refreshments scored a grand slam in the
opinion of a certain party.

Miss Helen Staub
s I u d y in g at her
summer home by
the lake

Miss Frietag and Emily Planken have been trading quite a good deal in the "Import House" and
now we hear that Emily and her folks have engaged
passage on the "St. Louis" bound for Germany
from New York early in May. Emily can't forget
her dear old Germany. Best of luck to you, Em!

TA, TC, TE, TF Departments
Mrs. Hennessy, Reporter

Mi js Emily Planken-with lunch kit
and school bag-while perusing the
intricacies of human knowledge at her
home in Germany

We wonder where Mr. W. Heckler was the-week
of December I st. He came in the following Monday morning half an hour before the bell rang for
work, and stumped the boys to climb a 20 foot
plank standing upright in our Department.
He even offered to bet a dollar that he could do
it. But the boys got cold feet thinking he really
might do it, but now they think he was full of
sardines.
A present from a friend of his the day before
might have had something to do with the pep he
had that morning. Well, Bill, you sure keep the
boys guessing all the time.
We understand that Mr. E . Smith must be very
seriously thinking of going into the Gas Station
business as we noticed one night when he was going
home he carried two five gallon cans and the next
morning we heard one of the boys even f!S much as
filled one up, so as to give him a real start in his new
business. Good luck, Smithy, we will be right there
to boost your new business.
If you are very fond of reading stories about
Africa, don't spend your money for books, get the
real stuff from a man that's been right among them
and knows what's what. He can make your hair
stand straight. He can tell them either. short or
long to suit your time and taste. Ask the boys of
TE who he is, or apply to the man himself, Mr. H.
Fleer.
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IE~l Department
Glenn Spiess, /{eporter

On December 2oth, Leonore Schultz entertained
the girls of IE-I at her home in Garfield Street.
Covers were laid for eight on a table tastefully
decorated in holiday colors. Misses Cecelia Finzer
and Viola Hetzler arrived nearly frozen stiff, but
the warm welcome soon thawed them out. The
g· rls evidently had a good time, for several didn't
report to work the next morning.
Santa Claus was very generous to everyone in
our office this year. Some dog found out that calves
aren't always veal, when he tried to make a mea:
from Cecelia O'Brien's calf. Janet Byer is proudly
sporting a new wrist watch, as is Tim Mahar. We
heard about Viola Hetzler's new Toilet Set, but
haven't seen it yet, however, we are given to understand it is the last word in Jade Green Modernistic Toilet Sets.
If when you are near Mildred Mahler, your eyes
begin to smart and you think you are going blind,
blame it on that large rock she has been wearing
lately. Yep-our Mildred sighecl "yes" and on
Christmas Eve was presented with a diamond large
enough and bright enough to put your eyes out.
We sincerely wish Mildred every joy and happiness
in her new undertaking.
Santa Claus over-estimated Glenn's size when he
left him a sweater, size 46. We wonder if he intends
to try to fill out the sweater.

XE Department
Milton Clare, Reporter
Some one started to steal Fred Proulx's Essex
last month, but after one good look they took an
electric light bulb instead and went away satisfied·.
For the last three weeks Joe Fromm has been
trying to raise a moustache. His face just looks
dirty, but he hasn't lost hope yet.

SG Department

Oppel guaranteed to kill all germs, and a pair or
ankle socks for Selma Bruczicki . SG bindery takes
this opportunity for thanking Mr. J. G. Meier for
the donation of the tree and Mary Oppel for the
donation of all the pretty ornaments which she so
generously provided.
Florian Jankowski wished Santa Claus would
bring him a red neck-tie. His wish was more than
fulfilled, to the tune eight of various shades and.
hues of red.
We were sorry to hear of Annaline Clark's little
accident. Annaline says outside of eating a few
meals standing up, there were no serious results.

New York Office
Irene E. Feeney, Reporter
Like all bad pennies, we are again coming to the
front and our news is plentiful this time.
We take this opportunity to welcome to our
office, Sam Y. Whitehouse, who comes to us from
Rochester as a Specialty Man. Good Luck! Sam!
and may your success know no bounds. We likewise extend our good wishes to Mr. H. M. Thomas
who joined our organization the first of the year.
And, now all the way from Frankfurt, Germany,
comes Miss Anna Hofmann, to whom we also extend good wishes. We know that Bausch & Lomb,
Germany, was sorry to lose Miss Hofmann, but we
are glad to have her in our happy family.
To Pat Powell, we also wish to extend congratulations and best wishes for lots of success in
his new endeavors in the Ophthalmic Lens and
Frame Division.
A wedding which we feel will also be of interest
to our Rochester friends, is that of Fred J. Fouquet
to Miss Marguerite West, of Rochester. The
"two can live as one plan" evidently appealed to
our Freddie and we wish the bride and groom the
best of health, wealth and happiness.
As usual the office had their annual holiday
party. Everybody enjoyed a good dinner and lots
of dancing and entertainment at the Mayfair Roof
on Saturday night, January 4th. We had with us
Messrs. Cy Payne and Mason Gaffney whom, we
feel certain, can vouch for a successful party.

Selma Bruezicki, Reporter
After an absence of several years Teddy Van
Beenen has again joined our ranks. We welcome
you back, Teddy, and may your stay with us be a
pleasant one.
Santa Claus made his usual visit to SG bindery
and presented them with a very pretty tree. Being
somewhat pressed for time he was only able to
leave a few gifts on the tree, ·among them being a
lovely little sled for Mary Oberst, ·t o be used during
the severe snow storms when the coupe is .not able
to make the grade, a bottle of poison for Mary
-( !2

OH Department
Dorothy Brown, Reporter
Now that Santa Claus has come and gone, we are
going to announce to the world that his gift bag is
somewhat lighter in weight, especially since his
stop at Evelyn Suttor's house. Evelyn must
have been a very good girl to receive such a beautiful sparkler.
Oh yes! It is being worn on the left hand, and
congratulations are in order.
So here's our best, Evelyn, to you and Toddy.

) !·-
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XF Department

IG Department
Wm. Stinson, Reporter

We understand Lillian Miller is organiZing a
bowling team and challenges to match with other
We almost lost our place in the Reflector this
crack women's bowling teams.
month by waiting to learn what had become ot
George Morrison. There was nothing wrong, howSome of the girls held a party December 7th.
ever, George has just surprised us and was spending
Everything was K.O. till it came time for Tiny to go
his honeymoon in Detroit. Congratulations, old
home. She put her hat and coat on (but how) then
man! Doesn't the whole
fell off the porch, breaking
office seem ali ttle brighter
both heels off her new
since Gerry has been
slippers. Tiny, we would
back.
like to suggest bedroom
slippers for the next
Miss Betty Balzer spent
party.
New Year's Eve with
friends in Buffalo.
One Saturday during
the Christmas rush when
We think we saw an
there wasn't a parking
envious gleam in Harold
space to be found, so
Davies, eye as he watch. ed Heine strut in with a
Casey thought he would
park a few minutes in the
derby. Why not, Harold!
National Bank's Free
Eddie Maier claims that
Parking Station. When
married men do not live
he returned and the ticket
any longer than single men
didn't have the bank's
-it only seems longer.
stamp on it, the caretaker
To keep Eddie from getin his rough tone of voice
ting in wrong, we assure
said 25c. Casey was disyou was only a little joke,
gusted to think that he
one Eddie learned while in
had to pay 25c for three
Grammar School.
minutes parking. He is
Harold Snyder is wearpositive that is one bank
ing his Christmas neckties,
he will never put his
but his glory is partly overmoney in.
shadowed by the daring
Margaret Ziegler felt a
flesh-colored suspenders of
draft coming through the
Larry Taber. Haven't you
cracks of the window, so
always admired men who
Archibald the handy man
have enough spirit to wear
stuffed them with paper.
what they feel best exAny odd coats or sweaters
presses their personality
would be greatly apprerather than become slaves
ciated by Margie.
to the dictates of fashion?
There is some attrac- Fred Gebhard of XC Department sends us these
We wonder if Martha
tion about fire engines for snapshots taken during the recent ice storm. At the and Teresa and Betty are
Lucille Lloyd, but it isn't top we see the snow and ice in one of our parks; at the really as quiet as they
the color, for she even left is Fred himself, with his ferocious bloodhound seem to be over the lunch"Vicious," hunting rabbits in the wilds of Highland hour card table. The subdreams about them.
Delma Marks, our con- Park of a Sunday morning; on the right, Fitzhugh St. ject has been under disgenial wide-awake Punch looking north from the residence of Henry Phelps; cussion several times, and
Press operator, spent the and at the bottom, Fred's son, George Gebhard,feeding the general opinion is that
Christmas Holidays with the birds in Highland Park when the trees and ground they are not.
were covered with ice
her father in Franklinville,
"Sonny Boy" Hammond
N.Y.
and Ed Brinman make
it embarrassing for the men in the office. They are
The girls had a grab bag just before the holidays
beginning to ask so many questions, and you know,
which furnished heaps of amusement, but it took
Olive Beaulien to take THE grab. She grabbed
there are some things that are so difficult to tell
nearly a whole Christmas dinner. AI said she
them. They must know someday we suppose, but
should have grabbed with both hands. Oh no, he
it seems a shame that they can't go on being careisn't Scotch, not much!
free and innocent. Would they be happier?
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XG Department

The following New Year Resolutions were adopted by some of the RMS boys:
Fred Seebach-Resolved to leave an Automatic
Device attached to the RMS-C door to open and
One young man in our Department boasts of
close it in order to save his good right arm.
paying ten dollars for a box of candy for his girl
friend. That don't sound like hard times.
Jim Steel-Resolved again to go fishing this summer, but this time to catch some fish and stay
Robett Flink has entertained us with several
out of Canada.
songs lately, almost any day
Ed. Rodenbeck- Resolved
we expect to hear him sing
to attach a fire gong to
"I wonder who's loving her
his alarm clock.
now.''
Jim Jennings - Resolved
Anyone having a reliable
to petition the Town
Alarm Clock for sale should
Board of Brockport, N.Y.
'get in touch with Harry
to improve the water
Haydon without delay.
supply during the comAlex Bellium is suffering
ing year as the recent
with a blood poison infection
water famine sadly dein his foot. We miss you;
pleted his personal reserAlex, and hope soon to see
voir containing a "Bi-proyou back with us.
duct" of his orchard.
Ralph Grauato, when
"AI" Ott - Resolved to
asked if he was to be the
clamp the lid down on
"wise cracker" at the minstoo many callers this year,
trel show, he said no, Henry
as they all insist on being
Phelps was to take care of
entertained with someall that, I am only supposed
thing besides radio conto blow off my horn.
certs.
Harry Humes-Resolved to
spend more of his time
RMS Department
out
of doors this summer,
R. P. Chadsey, Reporter
and spend his vacation
The expected happened:
in the Country. We sugAs was foretold in last
gest Brockport.
month's news Ed. Roden- Shirley Alaine and Lyman Lee Spencer, the two
beck is again the "Bantam lovely children of Lyman Spencer of XG Dept.
ML Department
Weight" champion of the
Country. Ed's flock of
Some people say there is
Bantam Cockerels and Hens took thr\!e first prizes
no Santa Claus, but we suggest they ask Virginia
Sawyer.
in the recent Rochester Poultry show exhibit. Ed's
Champions have now captured all the blue ribbons
Julia Alabozah is flashing a diamond on her left
in the last three poultry shows where they were
hand, and we are all wondering who is the "lucky
shown, and now he has shipped them all to New
man." Victmia seems to have something on her
York City to compete with the Nation's best in the
mind lately. We wonder if it could be that she is
Big Poultry Exhibit at Madison Square Garden
worried that the collar on her new uniform won't
this month. Ed's friend Tommy Ducat of the MK
be high enough. "It keeps cool."
Department was not far behind, his exhibit of five
Beatrice O'Brien e~tertained the giris from the
white leghorns at the Rochester Show captured two
matching
room at a Christmas Party given at her
first and two second prizes.
home. Lunch was served and a good time was had
· Our esteemed friend "Uncle Bill" gave a very
by all when the girls strutted their stuff.
elaborate and bountiful duck dinner to a selected
Say girls, have you noticed a certain young man
list of guests on New Year's Day at his residence in
who enters our Department now and then. The
this City, and from all reports, a wonderful time
way Cecelia Weber uses or misuses her great big
was had by all. When questioned closely as to why
blue eyes is nobody's business. Watch your step,
he did not include some of the RMS boys as his
Helen.
guests, "Bill" said it was a family affair and rather
The girls of ML are wearing the latest creations
"tame," and if the boys had been there he would
in frocks from Paris.
have had to change the menu.

E. H. Santee, Reporter

G'heR.E FLECTOR
FF Department
Alyce Carmichael, Reporter

All being more or less on our toes after recovering
from the holidays (and what not) we have started
the New Year in irreproachable fashion by instituting a system · of economy among our various
members. We have all been supplied with miniature banks by Kitty Fishlock who is adept at the
art of making them out of some sort of discarded
tin, and into these we cram all the spare pennies,
dimes, nickels or other spare cash available. At the
end of each month a prize will be duly awarded to
the thrifty young lady who has contrived to save
the most. More fun! Our intentions are good, and
our goals ·may be high (e.g. More frocks, more and
better silk stockings, etc.) but it's the principle of
the thing that counts, is it not!
Horrors! How could we almost overlook our

NO CHANCE TO USE 'EM
Sales Manager: "I hear that you and your wife
had some words last night."
Salesman: "Well, we did, but I never got a
chance to use mine."
Mother (after relating a pathetic story): "Now,
Reggie, wouldn't you like to give your bunny to
that poor little boy you saw today who hasn't any
father?"
Reggie (clutching rabbit): "Couldn't we give him
father instead?"
At the recent Early Settler's Picnic Mrs. Upson
won the ladies' rolling pin throwing contest by
hurling a pin 75 feet.
Mr. Upson won the Ioo-yard dash.

Christmas Party! We had a gorgeously bedecked
tree, four or five fine gifts for each girl and a most
delicious repast as furnished in part by the best
houses of culinary accomplishment in the city.
What more could one ask? All in all, a hilarious
time was had by each. girl present, and the men of
the Department looked on wistfully.
Our quiet, unobtrusive little Ida struck envy into
all our feminine hearts when she came to work one
morning recently displaying what is popularly
known as a diamond ring on her left hand, correct
finger, of course! Oh well, Ida, we hope youtish-tish! Be Optimistic!
Outside of wishing that Kitty recovers from a
stiff neck which compels her to walk around like a
mechanical doll and hoping that Peggy can successfully negotiate the small fortune coming to her du.e
to the Bus accident, we have nothing more to say at
present.

"Are you pos1t1ve the defendant was drunk?"
"Well, your Honor, I saw him put a penny in the
patrol box and then he looked up at the court house
clock and roared, 'Heavens! I've lost 14 pounds.' "
Fugitive : "Quick! The police are after me.
Where can I find a place to hide?"
Office Manager: "Jump into the filing cabinet.
No one can ever find anything there."

"If you collect this money," said the dealer, "I
will give you a regular job."
To the dealer's astonishment, the young man
returned in half an hour with the money.
"How did you do it?" he gasped.
"I told him," said the young man, "that if he
didn't pay me I would tell all his creditors that he
had paid."

DON'T FORGET THE BIG

Frame Division Balco Minstrels
and St. Valentine Dance

February 14, 1930
GERMAN HOUSE, Gregory Street
TICKETS 50 CENTS
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The Man Who Quits
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The man who quits has a brain and hand
As good as the next; but he lacks the sand
That would make him stick with courage stout
To whatever he tackles and fight it out.
He starts with a rush and a solemn vow
That he'll sQc>n be showing the others how;
Then something new strikes his roving eye;
And his task is left for the bye and ,bye.
It's up to each man what becomes of him;
He must find in himself the grit and vim
That brings success; he can get the skill
If he brings to the task a steadfast will.
No man is beaten till he gives in;
Hard luck can't stand for a cheerful grin;
The man who fails needs a better excuse
Than the quitter's -whining, "What's the use?"
For the man who quits lets his chances slip.
Just because he's too lazy to keep his grip.
The man who sticks goes ahead with a shout
While the many; who quits joins the "down and out."
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